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This invention relatesto certain new and use 
ful .improvementsin harnesses, but more‘par 
ticularly to, a dog harness. ‘ “ - 

It has for one of its objects to provide 
harness'of this character whose main body-en; 
gaging member is made from a single length of 
strap or belting material which is strong, du 
rable and inexpensive in construction, and which 
requires but a minimum of skill and time to as 
semble or manufacture. ' 

Another object of the invention is to provide a 
dog harness which is so designed and constructed 
as to be readilyadjustable, and which embodies 
novel means for dividing and effectually looking 
or coupling the one-piece harness into head and 
body engaging loops or sections and at the same 
time'serve as’ a hitch or connection ‘for a leash. 
Other features of the invention reside in the 

construction and arrangement of parts herein 
after described and particularly pointed out in 
the appended claims. , r g _ 

' In the accompanying drawings: - 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of my improved 

harness in operative position on a dog. Figure 2 
is a detached perspective view thereof. Figure 3 
is an enlarged vertical cross section taken on 
line 3—_3, Figure 2. Figure .4 is an enlarged 
horizontal section taken on line 4-4, Figure 3. 
Figure 5 is, a plan view on a reduced scale of the 
strap-forming harness prior to assembly into 

I harness form. 

Similar characters of reference indicate the 
corresponding parts throughout the several views. 
My invention is an improvement on the “Mar 

tingale” type or style of dog harness which in 
cludes separate loop-shaped portions adapted to 
engage the neck or shoulder and body sections 
of the dog and an adjustable tie member con 
necting the lower sides of such portions. In the 
preferred construction of my harness shown in 
the drawings, the loop-shaped portions thereof 
are made from a ?exible member consisting of 
a single main strap III of either ?at or round 
leather stock which is provided at one end with 
a buckle II and at its opposite or billet end with 
a row of'holes I2 for adjusting the harness prop 
erly on the dog. This one-piece strap is turned 
upon itself or wound in crossed or substantially 
?gure-8 relation to provide resulting loops I3 and 
I4 which at their medial point of intersection 
are interlaced and interlocked with complemen 
tary ?oating coupling rings I5 and I6 of differ 
ent diameters. The front loop I3 is closed and 
serves as a collar and is adapted to be placed 
over the head of the dog to engage its neck or 
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.r in Figure l. 

bearing’loop I4 is open and adapted to be placed 
and properly adjusted and closed about the body 
of the dog to the rear of its front legs, as shown 

A sliding billet or tie strap I1 is 
loop-connected at one end to the lower side of 
the neck-loop I3 of the harness while its oppo 
site end is adjustably and buckle-connected. to 
a sliding piece or chape I8 applied to the lower 
side of the companion harness-loop I4, this strap 
extending lengthwise of the dogs body and be 
tween its front legs. - 

It. will'bev noted that the interlocking strap 
engaging rings. I5 and I6, which are independ 
ent and separate from each other, are disposed 
at substantially right angles toeach other with 
the larger ring I5 being disposed horizontally 
and the smaller ring I6 being disposed vertically 
in diametrical relation to the former and parti 
ally intersecting or protruding through the same 
at itsrlower side. The loop-shaping ofthe one 
piece strap in interlaced or interlocked relation 
with these rings to provide the resulting harness 
loops I3 and I4 is effected in the following man 
ner: - 

Themain strap II], with the slidingtie strap 
or billetv I‘! removed therefrom, is grasped at 
its hole-bearing or billet end l2 with one hand 
while the rings I5 and I6 are grasped in the 
other hand in the relation shown in Figure 2. 
The billet end of the strap is ?rst passed under 
the larger ring I5, then through the subtended 
lower portion of the smaller ring and thence 
outwardly under the larger ring at the diametri 
cally opposite side thereof, a su?icient length of 
the strap being pulled through the ring to pro 
vide the front of neck-engaging loop I3. It will 
be noted that this interlaced portion of the strap, 
while extending diametrically across the larger 
ring I5, extends obliquely or diagonally to the 
plane of the smaller ring I6. The sliding billet 
or tie strap I1 is now assembled on the main 
strap I0 by threading the free end of the lat 
ter through the attaching loop of the former, 
after which such free or billet end of the main 
strap is disposed in crossed relation to the previ 
ously interlaced portion by ?rst passing it under 
the larger ring, through the smaller ring I6 and 
over the contiguous or chordal portion of previ 
ously interlaced portion, and then under the 
larger ring and outwardly through the diamet 
rically opposite side thereof to be joined with the 
buckle II and provide the body-engaging loop 
I4. The neck-engaging loop I3 is slidingly ad 
justed in the rings I5, I6 to the size desired 
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and the adjustment of the companion loop I4 
.about the body of the dog is e?ected by the billet 
end of the strap 10 and its buckle. 
When the harness is applied to the dog, the 

complemental strap-engaging rings [5, 1S as 
sume a position on the front portion of the dog's 
back, the interlacing of the crossed portions of 
the strap therewith effectually dividing the strap 
into the adjustable loops l3, l4 and positively 
interlocking them against slippage or becom 
ing loose. By the interlocking action the smaller 
ring [6 is also e?ectually held in the position 
shown and it conveniently’ serves as a hitch for 
a leash. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A harness of the character described, *com 

prising a ?exible member consisting of a single 
length of strap-like material provided at its ends 
with a mating buckle and billet end and turned 
upon itself in crossed fashion to provide a closed 
loop at one-side of thepoint-of intersectionand 
anopen adjustable loop at the ‘opposite side 
thereoigand coupling rings 'dis'po’s‘ed in :freea?o'a-t 
ing. ‘relation and :at ‘substantially right ‘angles to 
each other in- ’i'ntersec'ting "vertical-and horizontal 
diame'tric planes at the zpoint of intersection ‘of 
said loop-forming member, the intersecting spor 
tions Yof'said member being interlaced and ‘inter 
connected between the.protrudingendoi‘one of 
the ‘rings and the opposing .diametrimportiens of 
the companion ‘ring. . _ 

2. The combination with a flexible harness 
torming niember'consi'sting ‘of ‘a ‘single length v‘of 
strapelike material Tform'ed into ‘substantially ‘the 
shapeof the ?gure :8 to provide 'harnessiloops, 
of 5a pair'of coupling eiings 'dispose'dat substan 
tiallysri'ght angles'to teach otherrin ~ldiarnetri'c 
relation at the pointi'o'f ‘intersection ‘of said floopJ 
forming member and with which‘theicross'ed por— 
tions ofxsaid member are interlacedrone‘of the 
rings being of a diameter :to .;.prot1'ude ‘only i-part 
way through the-companion ring 'fcr'thel'pas's'afge 
therethrfough ‘atone "side ‘of vthe latter ‘ring 16f Yth‘e 
crossed portions "or" ‘the loop-forming member 
while the adjoining portions thereof pass under 
such’ companion ringrthe other'ipr‘otrudingpor 
tion ~ofjthe ?rst-‘named ring serving :as a hitchi'for 
a‘leashs ' = i ‘ ' 

3. A‘: connector for an adjustable ‘dog harness, 
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4 
comprising a pair of complementary ?oating 
coupling rings of diiferent diameters disposed at 
substantially right angles to each other and with 
the smaller ring partially intersecting and pro 
truding downwardly through the companion 
larger ring in diametric relation thereto to 
receive the harness in interlaced and crossed 
relation beneath the larger ring, the upper 'pro 
trudingportion of the smaller ring serving as a 
hitch for a leash. 

4. A connector vfor an adjustable clog harness, 
comprising a pair of complementary ?oating cou 
pling rings of different diameters disposed at sub 
stantially right angles to each other and with 
the smaller ring intersecting and contacting at 
its periphery with the opposing inner periphery 
of ‘the larger ring substantially at a point dia 
metrically thereof. 

5. ‘A harness of the character described, com 
prising a flexible member consisting of a single 
length of strap-like ‘material turned upon itself 
in crossed fashion to-provide' harness loops?ahd 
separate and independentzcoupling 'ringsiof' ‘'dife 

' ferent diameters disposed’in-partial diametrically 
intersecting relation with the smaller :ring :dis 
posed substantially ‘vertically and with . its upper 
protruding vportion serving-as a‘ hitch for 1a leash, 
the crossed portions - of the strap=lil<e :member 
being interlaced ‘in superposed fashion between 
the lower protruding portion *of ‘lthevertical tiring 
and ‘the ‘opposing , underside of the companion 
larger intersecting ring. 
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